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Dog people are easily amused by simple things. In the last few newsletter I have had pictures of dogs

trying their best to fit in a space to alert. Adding comments like,  "does this make my butt look big?" Our

friend and fellow dog handler from TX Bruce Treciak sent this picture of his dog Se7en trying to alert in a

hole. I love the eyes and expression on her face. Thanks Bruce for adding to our funny alert pictures.

~Adela~

https://mailchi.mp/20f611b90f0c/2023-icf-newsletter?e=d82c95aa9f


More from our Texas Adventure
Hidalgo County Public Cemetery

The University of Texas Rio Grand Valley (UTRGV) has an award-winning
Community Historical Archaeology Project with Schools (CHAPS) program. The
CHAPS   program takes on projects that are meaningful to the surrounding
community. Lynne and I were very happy to help contribute, in a small way, to
their program. We used our dogs to help bring another layer of information to
three different projects on our Texas adventure. The Hidalgo pauper cemetery, 
Historic Eli Jackson cemetery, Jackson Ranch Church cemetery and the lost
grave of Private Robinson.

Dr. Sarah Rowe, along with The University of Texas Rio Grand Valley
department of anthropology, is working with Hidalgo County  to restore and
renovate the Hidalgo Public Cemetery. The students have been working on
researching names of people buried in the cemetery, interviewing families,
using GPR to locate unmarked burials, using photos to look for lost burials, and
helping the city with clean-up efforts. Their community outreach has helped
bring new information on who is buried in the cemetery. Many of the grave
markers are homemade or were originally made of wood. Over time they have
been vandalized, deteriorated, or removed. 

When we first worked this cemetery in November 2017, Lynne and I were a
little freaked out by some items in the cemetery. We found dolls made out of
cloth and wax, and bound by string. We were very clear we were not touching
anything. We found out that this cemetery was a common place where people
practiced Santeria.

Santeria is an  Afro-American religion  of  Caribbean origin that developed in
the Spanish Empire among West African descendants. Santeria  is a Spanish
word that means the "worship of saints".  Santería is a system of beliefs that
merges aspects of religion brought to the New World by the enslaved. Some of
their customs and beliefs include trances, communications with the dead,
animal sacrifices and spells. To preserve their traditions and beliefs in a hostile
culture caused the believers to merge their customs with aspects of  Roman
Catholicism. They synchronized their beliefs with Catholic saints to hide that
they were still practicing their original religion.

They believe the cemetery is a powerful place because of the many spirits that
are there. Many offerings, spells and other religious practices are performed
and, at times, items are left in cemeteries. We might not even recognize a spell
or offering left in a cemetery. They can be anything as simple as a small jar,



candles, wax bound in twine hanging from a tree, cloth dolls, blood offerings, a
small bag filled with herbs or other items.

We were told that the practice of Santeria, and use of the cemetery, had now
been discouraged and the items had been removed. This time I only found one
doll. 

Our focus this time was a newly-made road that had been established by the
neighboring cemetery for easy access by the maintenance people to get to the
debris area. Sarah believed they had established a dirt road over unmarked
graves. As seen from the pictures below two unmarked graves were located in
the road. Jasper and Piper identified two burial locations in the newly made
road.

The cemetery has a very warm, loving family feeling. Many of the graves are
decorated with items that clearly were meaningful to the deceased person. 
~Adela~

Jasper alerts in the road that was "newly established" in the historic pauper cemetery. You can see the two

orange flags



Piper alerts, also in the "newly established road" . You can see the bricks at Piper's feet and at the top left

side that most likely outlined the grave. 

Jackson Ranch Church Cemetery and Eli
Jackson Cemetery



ICF was asked to participate in a community historical archaeology project by
Roseann Bacha-Garza, who has taken on two small cemeteries that are close
together along the Texas, Mexico border. She is working on the history of the
Jackson Ranch Cemetery (1857) and the Eli Jackson Cemetery. She is hoping
to help the families establish the cemeteries on the National Register of Historic
Places.

I love the kind of history that tells the story about ordinary people doing
amazing things. In school we learn the monumental events of history and,
sadly, so much about our history is left out. People like Roseann help enrich
local history by researching and telling the story of early settlers who came to
Texas to find freedom for their mixed-race family. The Jackson family story is
one of many that will never be in the big history book, but so compelling and
strangely relevant today. People who want to live in a prejudice-free way and
people who helped protect others, risking prosecution and punishment to
themselves. 

Roseann and CHAPS produced two documentaries on the complex history of
the south Texas border area and the history of racial diversity.

Nathaniel Jackson was a white plantation owner and Matilda Hicks had been a
slave on his father’s plantation in Georgia. When the entire family moved to
Alabama in 1812, so did the family slaves. Nathaniel and Matilda maintained a
‘husband/wife/family’ relationship in Alabama but she and all of their mixed-race
children were labeled as slaves on Nathaniel’s property. In 1857, in five
covered wagons, the extended family moved to Texas to find a place where
they could live free as a family. The documentaries also talk about how the
family was involved in helping other slaves cross the Rio Grand to Mexico
where slavery had been abolished. 

I encourage people to watch the documentaries (linked below) as they tell a
fascinating story of our early history.

Network to Freedom  An 18-minute documentary  about the Jackson families and
establishing their lands in south Texas.
Just a Ferry Ride to Freedom  Documentary about south Texas and families
helping escaped slaves cross the river to Mexico where slavery had been abolished (55
minutes).

We were asked to search both cemeteries. Oral history and early documents
described events and who was buried in the cemetery, and GPR added clues to
possible locations of the unmarked graves. The first cemetery we worked was

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfiHYULKDKM
https://youtu.be/YfiHYULKDKM


the Jackson Church cemetery. Without being told the GPR results, or where
they suspected the missing graves were, we asked our dogs to search the
cemetery.  Our dogs identified two unmarked locations in the Church cemetery.
Both locations matched the oral history and GPR findings of where they believe
the two missing graves are. The dogs added another layer to helping solve the
missing graves.

At the Eli Jackson cemetery the dogs identified an area of unmarked graves
where Roseann believes her research shows several people are buried.

We are honored and happy to add our small part to this fascinating time in
history.
~Adela~

Rosann withheld information from us until we had searched the small church cemetery. They were looking

for three missing unmarked graves. GPR had identified two possible burial locations.  Both Piper and

Jasper independently alerted at two locations ... the same locations of the GPR information.



This alert was in the corner where there is no marker. The new headstone on the right is believed to have

been randomly placed by another member of the family who didn't know where their loved one is actually

buried.

The  Eli Jackson cemetery is south of the US border wall (in the background). The engineers responsible

for the US border wall decided to put the wall on top of the levee leaving the two cemeteries, and a small



community, although still on US soil, in a "no-man's land".

Several orange flags (dog alerts) dot the area where they suspect are several missing graves.

SCA 2023 ANNUAL MEETING | MARCH 16 - 19, 2023

Come visit us at the book room at the upcoming SCA annual meeting. We have
missed seeing everyone the last 2 years.



We are participating at the SAA annual meeting in an Organized Symposium
called Canine Resources for the Archaeologist organized by Paul Martin. 
We will be presenting 3 of the 7 papers in the organized session. Key Factors
Impacting the Efficacy of Canine Resources on Archaeological Surveys,
Historical Human Remains Detection Dogs: A unique Tool for Native American
Communities and Multi-discipline Recovery of Previously Cremated Remains
After Urban Wildfires. We'll have a table in the vendor room. Come see us and
discuss your upcoming projects.
 

Check out our past issues on
our website - 

Please feel free to pass our
newsletter along to anyone who

might be interested.

CLICK HERE

https://www.facebook.com/Institute-for-Canine-Forensics-854381377983041
http://www.icfk9.org/
https://www.icfk9.org/newsletters
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/94-3282103


(650) 503-4473  | info@ICFK9.org  |  www.ICFK9.org

We are happy to talk with you about your project and

how our dogs might help locate human remains or burials.

Call, email, or check out our website.
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